Endoscopic low-coherence topography measurement for upper airways and hollow samples
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Abstract. To evaluate the severity of airway pathologies, quantitative dimensioning of airways is of utmost importance. Endoscopic vision gives a projective image and thus no true scaling information can be directly deduced from it. In this article, an approach based on an interferometric setup, a low-coherence laser source and a standard rigid endoscope is presented, and applied to hollow samples measurements. More generally, the use of the low-coherence interferometric setup detailed here could be extended to any other endoscopy-related field of interest, e.g., gastroscopy, arthroscopy and other medical or industrial applications where tri-dimensional topology is required. The setup design with a multiple fibers illumination system is presented. Demonstration of the method ability to operate on biological samples is assessed through measurements on ex vivo pig bronchi.
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1 Introduction

In airways, stenoses treatment mainly consists in laser excision of the pathological process, a dilatation, the placement of an endoluminal prosthesis to keep the airway open, or a combination of these procedures. Size of the lumen and length of the stenosis are critical values to determine the appropriate dimensions of the stent to use, thus optimizing chances of recovery.

Quantitative measurements of human upper airways can be performed by either direct or indirect means. Despite being very well implanted in medical facilities and providing accurate results, indirect techniques such as radiology, computed tomography, and magnetic resonance imaging are very expensive, time consuming, and more importantly cannot be performed at bedside just before or after an operation. Another possibility is photoacoustic tomography, which provides both structural and functional imaging, and for which commercialized systems are expected soon.

Independent of all radiological developments, endoscopy will remain the gold standard in the preoperative work-up, because nothing will replace direct visual inspection. Since it must be performed in all cases, it seemed logical to develop a way to measure lumen size and stenosis length during this examination. Such direct measurements can be performed with rigid endoscopes, fibroscopes, and with specifically designed probes, as in the optical coherence tomography (OCT) method which bypasses classical OCT in terms of both speed and signal-to-noise ratio.

Many attempts are reported in the literature based on interferometric methods, such as digital holography (DH) with a multicore fiber pulsed DH and multi-illumination DH. Achievement of miniaturized endoscopic DH by placing the interferometer and detector inside the endoscopic sensor body is also reported. Measurements on porcine stomach by pulsed electronic speckle pattern interferometry (ESPI) has also been demonstrated. Two-wavelength ESPI has been applied to endoscopy, and different studies on the optimization of spatial phase shifting for endoscopic ESPI can be found in the literature.

In low-coherence interferometry, or coherence radar the envelope of the interference signal is detected, rather than the evaluation of the phase itself. This is usually achieved by calculating the correlation signal of many phase-stepped images, thus providing 3-D contouring, as in Ref. where a five-image algorithm was used. “Coherence gating” techniques have the advantage of providing absolute depth position information, in opposition to phase difference signals that give only relative measurements. The counterpart is that they often require multiple acquisitions to demodulate the signal, preventing “live” recording, unless using rather complicated systems with either multiple sensors or multiple images on the same detector and fine image registration techniques.

In this work we present a novel technique to obtain endoscopic 3-D contouring of upper airways based on a low-coherence interferometer. The goal is to detect the location of the coherent addition of the object and reference wave on the
image. With this device, only one acquisition is needed to obtain an absolute contour depth. Usually, interferometric measurements are highly sensitive to phase fluctuations. However, in our case, as the interferometric approach is used to detect whether there is coherent superposition or not, the setup is intrinsically not affected by phase fluctuations between acquisitions. Traditionally, landmarks are placed with a pencil on the scope and then measured and documented on a specially prepared scheme. This approach gives an accuracy of about ±3 mm. Moreover, the result is dependent on the endoscopist’s experience. Our method provides much more accurate results, with a sufficiently robust method to operate under clinical environments.

2 Setup Design

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the device. The setup mainly consists in a smooth reference wave interferometer whose laser source is a low-coherence laser diode, with a coherence length of about 0.3 mm. To illuminate the specimen, a monomode fiber (MF1) is placed in the object arm. Two realizations were investigated to enhance the diameter of the illuminated area: one with a diverging optic adjusted right after the fiber tip, giving access to a field of view with a diameter of 20 mm. This solution has the drawback that the maximum intensity point is situated slightly off-axis, which gives rise to good illumination conditions for one area, but not for all of the observed hollow surface. This asymmetrical configuration showed good results when observing a sidewall, but is not optimal for signal detection on tube-like samples. The retained solution to achieve measurement on the entire circumference of tube-like samples has been to introduce a 1 × 3 optical coupler after fiber MF1, providing a more symmetrical configuration. Fibers MF11, MF12, and MF13 are equally spaced around the tip of the endoscope, as depicted in the detailed view in Fig. 1 which gives three illumination zones with their maximal intensity centers located away from the optical axis. Distance between the optical axis of the endoscope and the fibers is chosen so that the illuminated areas do not overlap, assuring that there is no unwanted interference fringes that could potentially result in misleading depth signal extraction.

A beam splitter (BS) separates the collimated beam (B) generated by the modulated laser diode (LD) into the reference beam and the object beam, which is injected into MF1 and then split in three before illuminating the object (O). A widely available DVD writer laser diode providing a mean power of 15 mW for sample illumination has proven to be an adequate candidate for this setup. The object-scattered light is collected by the endoscope [EN, Karl Storz (Tuttlingen, Germany) 10320A]. With this endoscope, our system has typically a depth of field of 80 mm, with a lateral resolution ranging from 9 cy/mm down to 1.5 cy/mm, depending on the distance between the object and the endoscope tip, with the highest resolution being achieved for objects close to the tip. The reference wave (R) is first directed to a delay stage (DS), which consists of two mirrors (M1 and M2) mounted on a motorized axis. In this way it is possible to adjust the time delay between R and O. The reference wave is then injected in another monomode fiber (MF2) and transmitted to the part of the device attached to the endoscope eyepiece (overall dimensions are 115 × 83 × 94 mm). MF2 also serves as a spatial filter to clean the reference beam. The object wave interferes on the charge-coupled device (CCD) plane with the reference wave projected on the camera through a second beamsplitter. A lens is placed at the end of the reference fiber to match the divergence and the size of the reference and object beam. Another lens (L4) forms on the CCD an image of the object modulated by the interference of R and O. The end of
the reference fiber is placed on an xy stage, providing the ability to create adjustable carrier fringes on the interferogram. Carrier fringes will be present only on image points corresponding to an optical path length difference shorter than the coherence length. This fringe pattern delineates a contour depth with a resolution given by the coherence length, and thus the full topography of the specimen under study can be retrieved by varying the time delay between R and O with the DS.

Side viewing with an angled endoscope tip is often used to observe internal organ walls. The presented method would also work with such endoscopes. However, for quantitative measurement of a tube-like object, the full circumference and depth has to be in the field of view, which is hardly possible with side viewing.

3 Detection Algorithm

As in holography, an off-axis configuration creates carrier fringes separating the two image terms (R′O and RO′) and the zero-order term (IO′2 + IR′2). This characteristic can then be used to perform the extraction of the coherent zone on the image in only one acquisition. For a convenient relative distance between the source point of the two spherical waves R and O, the frequencies corresponding to the carrier fringes can be clearly distinguished in the Fourier spectrum, which allows the extraction of the depth information. Figure 2(a) shows a typical interferogram obtained with the endoscopic setup when observing a plane made of white paper containing a 2-mm grid perpendicular to the optical axis, and Fig. 2(b) shows the corresponding Fourier spectrum, where the carrier frequency is clearly observable. It has to be noted that single shot contouring is achievable only if interferometric carrier fringes spatially modulate the speckle. Thus the speckle grains must be at least twice as large as the fringes’ periodicity. If the speckle size is smaller than this limit, the detectability of the signal will decrease as well as the measurement accuracy.

Investigations were made to perform detection either in the frequency domain or in the space domain. In the frequency domain, the detection of the coherent zone is based on the calculation of a local spectrum. A sliding window filter is constituted by calculating the fast Fourier transform (FFT) on a neighborhood of 8×8 pixels; the retained output value is then the maximum amplitude of the local spectrum. This method is hereafter denoted as “local FFT.” This technique shows good sensitivity, but is quite time consuming (more than 40 s on an Intel Pentium® 4 CPU at 3.4 GHz, for one acquisition).

On the other hand, detection procedures in the space domain are much faster. Using match pattern analysis, a set of well suited filters are calculated, and the convolution between these filters and the acquired image isolates the fringes, thus locating the coherent zone on the image. Tests were achieved with discrete cosine and Gabor filter banks. Discrete cosine filter banks are very fast, as they output only real values, but are about twice less sensitive as Gabor filter banks, which makes them unsuitable for our application. Gabor filter banks output complex values. They are defined with a frequency and an orientation. Calculations are a bit more time consuming (2 s to filter an acquisition versus 1.5 s for discrete cosine filter banks), but are far less than the local FFT approach, and show reasonable sensitivity.

After filtering, the signal is thresholded. To remove the remaining noisy point, we have developed a curve tracking algorithm. Given a pixel neighborhood, the significant points are selected by following the maximum variance.

It is technically difficult and expensive to ensure that MF11, MF12, and MF13 are exactly the same length. Although, if the differences in length of the illumination fibers can be compensated with the delay stage, it can be overcome by a simple calibration procedure and subsequent application of three digital masks. The calibration procedure consists of measuring the illumination fiber length differences, which can be achieved by observing a flat sample while changing the DS position. In our case, the maximal fiber length difference was 4.3 mm. After the calibration procedure, the absolute depth value for each extracted points is known with respect to the position of the DS. Finally, the digital masks are used to map different depths to image areas illuminated with different fibers; the resulting signal is set to zero for object points that are not illuminated with the fiber currently processed. The algorithmic procedure used to retain the significant data points after thresholding is thus applied sequentially to the extracted points corresponding to each illuminated area. After taking into account the lateral
First, to validate the device setup and the detection algorithm, measurements were made on a tilted plane, as illustrated on Fig. 3 with a field of view of 5 mm. 3-D reconstruction was achieved by scanning with the delay system (see mirrors M1 and M2 on Fig. 1) with steps of 0.2 mm. The sample is made with a sheet of paper, which provides an almost homogeneous diffusive sample with a small mean free path.

Black dots indicate the detected points, repositioned in an \(xyz\) coordinate system in the object space, along with a surface interpolating the data points (mesh). Several measurements with different tilt values for the plane were performed, and the root mean square error (RMSE) between the real data points and the corresponding points on the fitted surface was calculated each time, showing a mean value of 0.4 mm. The algorithmic procedure does not introduce a significant loss in accuracy, compared to the physical accuracy limit given by the laser source coherence length of 0.3 mm. It has to be noted that, compared to the \(\pm 3\)-mm accuracy obtained with handmade landmarks, the accuracy is at least four times better and independent of any endoscopist’s experience.

Figure 4(a) shows measurements on a metallic cylinder obtained with a simplified illumination configuration: only one fiber, attached to the housing of the endoscope, has been used to illuminate the sample. As the numerical aperture of an optical fiber is too small to illuminate the whole object, a 1.5-mm-diam ball lens made of BK7 has been positioned after the fiber end with a custom-made mounting element. Even though the field of view is enhanced with the use of optics, the algorithm fails to extract the signal on the entire circumference. This is due to the fact that the intensity is adequate for points in the vicinity of the optical axis of the illumination fiber, but not high enough for points situated outside this region.

Using three fibers for illumination gives consequently the advantage of distributing the illumination power more homogeneously on the entire field of view. The signal extraction procedure can be used to obtain 3-D information for different points

4 Results

Measurements have been made on different samples, such as planar and cylindrical paper shapes and metallic cylinders. Results on ex-vivo pig parts, presumed to be highly representative of the signal that will be obtained when observing human upper airways, are also presented.
on the circumference, allowing us to interpolate a closed surface for a tube-like shape. The fibers are placed in such a way that the three zones are not overlapping, so that it is possible to extract sequentially the signal for each illuminated area. Figure 4(b) presents a measurement made on a 9-mm-diam paper cylinder. The diameter of this cylinder can be considered constant at this measurement scale. However, some deviations from this perfect cylinder can clearly be seen. A root mean square error of 0.7 mm has been evaluated on the measured radius. A possible explanation for the loss in accuracy compared to the measurement on the tilted plane is that the error on the lateral magnification depth dependency, which needs to be taken into account for 3-D positioning of the extracted points, has an impact when measuring the cylinder, and affects the overall accuracy, whereas it is not the case when measuring a tilted plane.

Figure 5(a) shows results obtained on an ex-vivo pig trachea sample. The separation between each acquired curve level is 1 mm. The acquisition time is a critical parameter, as the sample is a dynamic medium. Small deformations of the sample due, for example, to water evaporation at the surface, can produce fringe blurring if the integration time of the CCD is too long, thus preventing curve extraction. We observed that for acquisition times higher than 2 ms, the fringe contrast becomes too low to be detected.

Figure 5(c) shows a measurement obtained on a small ex-vivo pig bronchus using three fibers for illumination. Separation between each acquired interferogram is 0.2 mm, which results in data cloud points of 972 tridimensional coordinates. The interpolated surface used for visualization was evaluated on 2240 vertexes. Compared to metallic samples, a source of imprecision on biological samples is related to the light penetrating the sample: part of the photons encounter single scattering. These photons can potentially be backscattered in the direction of the detector, and propagate on the same optical path length as the reference, and thus participate in the interference with the reference wave. Such photons are coming from positions...
closer to the endoscope than the one to be isolated, and a wider interference pattern is observed.

5 Conclusion

In contrast with indirect imaging techniques, low-coherence endoscopy allows for measurements directly in situ, e.g., within an operating room, and therefore does not require the patient to be moved to an imaging facility. Moreover, it is shown that the use of a low-coherence source in an off-axis configuration interferometer, in conjunction with the inherent small aperture of rigid endoscopes, can be efficiently used to separate the desired signal from the background, either in the Fourier spectrum or by filtering in the space domain with Gabor filters, thus allowing us to acquire the depth information in a single acquisition. Impact of the illumination design on the detectability of the signal is highlighted. A compact solution (overall volume 115 × 83 × 94 mm) for the realization of the device is designed, characterized, and tested on an ex-vivo pig sample. It demonstrates that our low-coherence endoscope can be successfully used to obtain tridimensional imaging of upper airways.
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